March 14, 2013

Members of the Connecticut General Assembly Legislators:

Connecticut already has among the toughest gun laws in the country and making them more restrictive would only have negative effects. Some of the radical restrictions proposed would turn otherwise law abiding citizens into criminals. Criminals will still get their guns the way they always have, illegally. Mentally unstable people will still get their hands on guns, knives etc., their own or someone else's regardless of new laws and/or taxes. The people who will really pay the price are law abiding, pistol permit holders and gun owners.

We the undersigned are **radically** opposed to any of the 100+ gun/firearm bills that have been introduced and or hidden in the 2013 Legislative session. We do not need **any** additional gun laws as none of the preposterous Governor Malloy pandering E-Cert legislature would have stopped Adam Lanza for what he did or any **mentally** deranged person/criminal that would do so in the future.

**Enforce** the existing laws that are on the books now instead of drafting up new ones!!! Close up the many loop holes for criminals when they use a weapon with intentions of deadly harm. Stop letting criminals out on early release programs that have been proven to only lead to **additional** crimes.

You don't rule us! You work for us! Our rights don't come from you! Our **Second Amendment** freedom is **GUARANTEED** by the U.S. Constitution and Connecticut Constitution and is **NON-NEGOTIABLE** and **uninfringeable**!

Finally, we must do everything we can to uphold the rights of Connecticut’s citizens to ensure that they are able to fully enjoy their **2nd Amendment rights**.

Sincerely,

Stephen J. Kennedy

Kathleen R. Kennedy